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IT’S BRAVE TO BE ME
To get adult by feeling ourselves without
aping other people

THE BOOK
Page after page, the characters speak about
the big issue of the children’s identity: in order
to be themselves, children need to be brave.
This book starts from children’s fear to be cut
out by the friends’ group. But what do we need
to be “special”?
Our footprint is represented not only by the
identity’s features (male, female, black,
white …), but also by our life-style.
THE AUTHORS

THE SAME AUTHORS
OF THE GREAT SUCCESS
“BRAVERY TO BE BRAVE”

THE SERIES
“Growing up with no collateral effects”
is conceived and supervised by Domenico
Barrilà.
This innovative series aims to help children
to solve their self-esteem troubles; the series
wants to provide children with the instruments
to go over matters without damaging other
people. A must-have educational resource
to make children feel self-confident and an
active part of civil consciousness.

Domenico Barrilà is a psychotherapist and
adlerian analyst. He has always written to let
adults help children to grow. This is his first
time in writing directly to children: this is the
result of 25 years spent in studying the subject,
through essays, books, articles, 3 sons and a
huge amount/personal passion.
Emanuela Bussolati is one of the most
appreciated authors and illustrators of children
books. At the moment, she’s working for
several publishing houses in Italy and abroad
(such as France, UK, Greece, Germany, Korea,
and so on).

PSYCHOLOGY
FOR CHILDREN
40 pages picture book
size: 23 x 23 cm
age: 4-8 years
euro 12,90

Other titles from the same series:
BRAVERY TO BE BRAVE
How to become good adults
and be proud of it.
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